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1. Introduction. In this paper we calculate all the (complex) irreducible

characters of the group Sp(4, a) where a is odd. The conjugacy classes of this group

have been determined by Dickson [la], Springer [4], and Wall [7]. We show that the

irreducible characters of the group fall into families in a natural way, just as the

conjugacy classes of the group do. Also involved in our work are certain poly-

nomials in a which have properties similar to those of the polynomials QXD defined

by Green [2] in his work on the characters of the groups GL(n, q).

I thank Dr. R. Ree for many valuable and stimulating discussions.

Notation. G is the group of all nonsingular 4x4 matrices A over £= GF(q)

(a a power of the odd prime/?) satisfying XAX'=A, where

(0       1       0       0\

-,     o     o     o\

0       0       0       II

0       0-1       0/

The order of G is q\q2 — l)(a4 — 1), and the center Z is of order 2. (See e.g. Dickson

[!]•)

Let K be a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(qi), and let Ç = Ka2_1,

ö = /cl,2+1, T¡ = 6q~1, y=8Q + 1. Choose a fixed isomorphism from the multiplicative

group of GF(qi) into the multiplicative group of complex numbers, and let f, Ô,

rj, y be the images of £, 6, r¡, y respectively under this isomorphism.

By a character of a finite group we mean a rational integral combination of the

complex irreducible characters of the group. If x, <P are class functions on the group,

the scalar product (y, </>) is defined as usual.

If <f> is a character of a subgroup 77 of G, <¡>a denotes the character of G induced

from </>.

Conjugacy classes of G. Each element of G is an element of GL(4, a), and so

there correspond to it its characteristic polynomial fx^f2^... where fx,f2, ■ ■ ■ are

distinct irreducible polynomials over £, and certain partitions vx, v2,... of the

positive integers nx, n2,... (see [2, p. 406]). Using the results of Wall [7] we see

the conjugacy classes of G are given by the table below.
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Class representative

Number

of classes

Order of

centralizer Notation

-1
1, 1 qKqt-tW-X) Au A'x

1

1

y

1

'-1 -1

-1

-y

-1

1,1

1,1

-1/

A2i, A'2X

2q\q2-l)

Aiz, A2o

'1    1

1

1     -1

1     -1    '
1, 1 2q3(q-l) Aai, A'3l

1

1

1      -

y
l, l 2?3(?+l) ^»32>  ^32

1    1

1
-1 1

1   y

1
-1 1

-y

-1

-1

-1

-h

1 -1

1, 1

1, 1

lq2

Aix, A'ix

Ai2, A'i

£"

i(92-D
Í6Í1

q2+l BAi)

r-,tj



Class representative

Number

of classes

Order of

centralizer Notation

e-"'.

i(<7-1)2

ieR2
<?2-l AO)

Kï-3Xï-5)
i,jeTui¿j

(?-l)2 Ä(/,y)

Kï-lXï-3)
i,jeT2,iéJ (<? + l)2 AO,/)

«i-l)(ï-3)

ieT2,jeTx
<?-\ AO,/)

¥a-D
ieT2 <?(<?+1)(<72-1) A(0

Kí-D
ieT2

<?(<?+!) BAO

±(9-3)
ieTx

q(q-\)(q2-l) Bed)

«9-3)
/er, ffa-1) AO)

-1 4ÍÍ-D
/eTa

<?(<?+DO?2-1) CÍO,
CÍO)
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v-1 I      /

';/■

V"

i   yV

-1

1   -
Ki-D
/er.

2<?(<7+D

cai(/),
CSi(0

Caa(0,

Caa(0

-1/

Mi-3),
Mi-3) 9(9-IX?2-1)

C8(0,

Ci(i)

1    1

/ \      ir

Y~' j       /"J'

-1

-1     -

-ÍJ

-1     -1    '

1    1

1

1    1

1

1     Y

1

■1     -

-1      -

'1     V

1

1

1

Y

1

-1

-1

-1/

1     -

-1

M?-3),
M?-3)

M?-3),
M«-3)

16 3*1

1,1

1,1

1, 1

1,1

2ífo-D

<72(<72-l)2

V(92-D

C4i(i),

C41(0

C4a(0,

Cî»(/)

¿>i

A21, ^22

#23,   #2

4?2

D3I,   Aj2

^33,   ^34
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(We remark that in the first column we give as class representatives not necessarily

elements of G, but their canonical forms in an extension field of F.)

Remarks. The sets Rx, R2, Tx, T2 of positive integers mentioned in the table are

defined as follows.

Rx={l,2,...,i(q2-l)},

R2 is a set of \(q- I)2 distinct positive integers i such that 9\ d~\ 6qi, d~9i are all

distinct,

Tx = {l,2,...A(q-3)},    and    F2 = {1, 2,.. ., \(q-\)}.

The elements of the classes Bx(i),..., B5(i,j), Be(i), B8(i) are //-regular. The

elements of B7(i) and B9(i) have their //-regular factors in B6(i) and Bb(i)

respectively.

Lemma 1.1. Let A be the additive group of F, i.e. an elementary abelian group of

order q. Then there exist irreducible characters a -> e(a) and a -> e'(a) of A such

that

2<«)= 2 "'(«) = -{(ßHsq)112),
aeS aeS'

T<«) = £*'(«) = -ks-(sq)112),
aeS' aeS

where s = (— l)^-1''2, S is the set of nonzero elements of F which are squares, and S'

is the set of elements of F which are not squares in F.

Proof. We know (see e.g. [5, p. 103]) that there exist characters ¡j>, </>' of A such

that

m = f (0) = \(q + s),
</>(*) = \(s + (sqy2))        ifaeS,

= i(s-(sq)m)        ifaeS',

and

f (a) = ir(s-(sq)112) ifaeS,

= $(s+(sq)lls)       ifaeS'.

Then (</>', </>') = (</>, </>) = \(q + s), and

(</>, </>') =1        ifc7 = 1    (mod 4),

= 0       if q = -1    (mod 4).

</> and </>' contain the identity character if q=l (mod 4) and have no irreducible

constituent in common if q= — 1 (mod 4). They are each the sum of j(q + s) distinct

irreducible characters.

Let e (e) be a nonidentity irreducible character of A occuring in </>' (</>) if

q= 1 (mod 4), and in </> (</>') if q= — 1 (mod 4). Solving the equations

(£,f)= 1, (e,</>) = 0    ifq=l    (mod 4),

(e, </>) = 1,       (e, </>') = 0   if q = - 1    (mod 4),

we find that e, and similarly e', have the required properties.
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(1.2) Let ë= -s(s + (sq)ll2)/2, ë'= -s(s-(sq)ll2)/2, where i=(-l)(^1)/2

(1.3) We have the identities

ë2 + ë'2 = i(l+sq),

2ëë' = i(l-sq).

2. The Sylow /^-subgroup of G.    Consider a Sylow /^-subgroup U of G of order a4

consisting of all matrices of the form

(A, a, p, ß e F).

This element of U will be denoted by (A, a, p, ß). The elements of the form

(A, 0, p, ß) form a subgroup W of U of order a3. The center is of order a. The

commutator subgroup is of order a2 and consists of elements of the form

(0, 0, p, ß).
The conjugacy classes of U are given in the table below. Again we use the results

of Wall [7] to determine the class of G in which each class of U lies.

Class

representative

No. of

classes

Order of

Centralizer

in U

Class

in G

(0, 0, 0, 0) Q Ax

(0, 0, í¿,0), ii¿0 q-\ A2i if ¡i 6 S, A22 if tie S'

(0,0,0, ß),ß?0 q-\ Asi

(A, 0,0,0), AytO q-1 A21 if A e S, A22 if A 6 5'

(A, 0, ii, 0), A^0, ii^O (<7-1)2 A31 if -Xfie S, A32 if - A/i e 5"

(0, a, 0,0), a #0 q-1 A3i

(A, a, 0, 0), A^0, a^O (q-iy Atl if A e S, Ai2 if A e 5'

We now consider certain characters of UZ and induce them to G. Now the

"one-parameter subgroups" {(A, 0, 0, 0)}AeF, {(0, a, 0, 0)}aeF, etc. are all isomorphic

to the additive group of F. By making use of these isomorphisms we see that there

exist characters e : (A, 0, 0, 0) -+ e(X), e : (A, 0, 0, 0) -> e'(X) of the subgroup

{(A, 0,0,0)} having the properties stated in Lemma 1.1. Similarly we define

characters e, e of each of the three other subgroups.

(2.1) Consider the character of U defined by

(X,0,p,ß)^l, (0,a,0,0)^e(a).
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This character can be extended to a linear character of UZ in two ways. We induce

these two characters of UZ to G, and denote the characters obtained by tpx and i/i'x.

Thus the representation associated with *jtx OAi) maps —7 on 7 (—7). (The same

convention will be followed in the rest of this section.)

(2.2) Take the characters

(0,a,p,ß)^l,       (A, 0,0,0)-> «(A);

(0,a,p,ß)^l,        (A, 0, 0, 0) -> e'(X)

and apply the same procedure as in (2.1). The two characters of G obtained from

the first character will be denoted by i/i2X, <p'2X and those obtained from the second

character will be denoted by ip22, <fi'22. Let ^2=^2X + 4>22, */r2 = '/,2i + '/'22-

(2.3) Consider the characters

(0, 0, p, JS) -> 1, (0, a, 0, 0) -> e(a), (A, 0, 0, 0) -* e(X)

and

(0, 0, p, ß) -» 1, (0, ce, 0, 0) -* e(a), (A, 0, 0, 0) -+ e'(X).

Using the same procedure and convention as in (2.2), the four characters of G

obtained will be denoted by i/i3X, ip'3x, <fi32, <f>'32.

Let >p3 = 'p3X+>l'32, </>3=^31+'/,32-

(2.4) Consider the character

(X,0,p,0)->1,       (0,0,0,ß)-+e(ß),

of the subgroup W. Extend this in two ways to WZ, and induce to G. We denote

the two characters obtained by </>4, </<4.

(2.5) Consider the character of W which is the sum of the two characters

(0,0,0,^)^1,       (A,0,0,0)^e(A),       (0, 0, p, 0) -> e(p)

and

(0, 0, 0, jB) -> 1,       (A, 0, 0, 0) -* e(X),       (0, 0, p, 0) -*•'(».

Again adopting the procedure of (2.4), we denote the two characters of G obtained

by ifis and #¡-

We now give the values of the characters of G that we have constructed at the

classes of G. We have omitted the characters <f>'x,..., and also the values of </<i,...

at A'x,..., A'i2. At all other classes which are not mentioned the values of the

characters are zero.

Each entry in the table is to be multiplied by an integer which depends on the

column in which the entry is found. Thus, the value of ipx at A x is ̂ (a2 — 1 )(a4 - 1), etc.

In computing these characters, we have made use of the identities (1.3), as well

as the following facts.

(2.6) The elements of W which lie in A2X (A22) are the elements of the form

(0, 0, p, 0) where peS (S'), and the elements of the form (A, 0, v2A, — vX) where

XeS (S') and v is any element of F.
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Class

Multiplying

factor

Ax

(?2-D

(94-D

A2X

I2-1 q2-\

A31

q-\ 9+1

Aix

i(92~D i(92-D W2-2q-\) i(?-D2 id -<?) id -9)

i(?-D
+qe

i(<7-D
+ql'

i(.2q2-q-l) id-9) (í-l)í (ï-l)ï'

4-c/s'

i(9-D i(V-i-i) id -?) (9-IK (f-l)î

02 ( = 021 + 022) 1 -1 2q2-q-\ 1-9 1-9 1-9

03 ¥.9-1)
+qs

¥9-1)
+ qè'

"id +9) ¥1-9)

¥9-D
+ql'

¥9-D
+qè

-id +9) id -9)

03 (=031 + 032) 1 -1 -d+9) 1-9

04 Í9 Í9(9-D Í9(9-D -9

05
-9 -</

(2.7) The elements of IF which lie in A3X are the elements of the form

(0, 0, — 2vß, ß) (v, ß e F), and the elements of the form (A, 0, v2\ + p, -vX) where v

is any element of F and —XpeS.

(2.8) The elements of IF which lie in A32 are the elements of the form

(A, 0, v2X + p, -vX) where v is any element of Fand — Xpe S'.

3. Some subgroups of G. We first prove a lemma which will be used to show

the existence of certain types of subgroups of G.

Lemma 3.1. Lei G be the algebraic group (over F) of all nonsingular 4x4 matrices

X over a universal domain Í2 containing F as a subfield, satisfying XAX' =A where

A is as in §1. If a e G, let ai9) be the element of G obtained by raising every entry in

the matrix a to its qth power. Let H be a subgroup ofG. Then there exists an element

yeG such that y'1Hy^G, if and only if there exists an element zeG such that

z~1az = a(li) for alla e H.

Proof. Clearly G is the subgroup of G consisting of alla e G such that a{Q) = a.

The lemma then follows from a theorem of Lang [3] which asserts that for any

z e G there exists ay eG such that z=yy~{"\

We now consider the following subgroups of G.

(3.2) Consider the elements

a = b =
-1
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in G. Then b transforms every element c of {a, b} to c(,), and hence, by Lemma 3.1,

G contains a subgroup Mx conjugate to {a, b} in G. Let Mx={ax,xx}, where

af +1 = x\=l, xx1axxx=a\. Let Hx = {ax}.

We give below the conjugacy classes of Mx and the classes of G containing them.

Sometimes the class of G to which an element belongs depends on q. In these cases

we have just indicated the characteristic polynomial of the element. The elements

in question are always //-regular.

l, a\i(«2 + l)

xt, axxi

1,1

¥q2 -DJeRi

1, 1, 1, 1

1, 1

4(92 + D

<?2+l

Au A\

AO)

{*4+l}

{(*2 + l)2}

In the tables of conjugacy classes of subgroups in this section the columns

contain, from left to right, (i) class representative, (ii) number of classes, (iii) order

of centralizer in the subgroup, and (iv) class in G. In the following, the use of

Lemma 3.1 to prove the existence of subgroups will not be explicitly mentioned

unless the details are not straightforward.

(3.3) Let M2 be a subgroup of G which is conjugate in G to the subgroup of G

generated by

'6 1 F

0" -1

1

Then M2={a2, x2, y2}, with

x\ = yl = [x2,y2](2) = 1,a"2'1 -"2

and

x2  a2x2 — a2, y2 a2y2 = a2

Let H2 = {a2}. The conjugacy classes of M2 are given in the next table.

(3.4) Let H3 = {a3, b3}, M3 = {a3, b3, x3, y3, z3}, where

ly '[

a3 = b3 = x3
-I

ys z3 =

-l

(2)lfa,beG, [a, f/] = a-16-1í/¿>.
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l.flF- 1, 1 4(<72-D Ax, A'x

l(q-D\ieR2 q2-l B2(i)

a2" i(q-l),ieT2 2(q2-l) BB(i)

a2" l(q-3),ieTx 2(q2-D Ba(i)

x2 1 4(9-1) {(*2 + l)2}

1 4(9-1) Dx

a2x2 i(q-3),ieTx 2(9-1) {(*2 + y')(*2 + y-')}

yi 1 4(9+1) Dx

a2« + 1)y2 1 4(9+1) {(*2+l)2}

02^2 }(q-l),ieT2 2(9 + D {(*a-ij'X*ï-T')}

^2^2, O2X2V2 1,   1 (U2+l)2}

Then we have the relations

ar1 = ¿>g_1 = [a3, b3] = x% = y% = z% = [y3, z3] = [a3, z3] = [b3,y3] = I,

x3  y^x3 — Z3, xS^Xs = b3,       y3 1a3y3 = a3 \       z31b3z3 = b31.

The conjugacy classes of M3 are given below.

LW1* 1,1 8(9-1)2 ¿1, ¿i

„W - D/2
"3 1 4(9-1)2 Dx

a^aWr1"2 M9-3),M9-3),/er1 2(9" I)2 C3(l), C3(i)

(0363)' Mi-S^/eTi 2(9-1)2 A(0

a3b<3 (q-3)(q-5)ß,i,jeTx, (9-1)2 Äa(/,y)

ys, a3y3 1, 1 8(9-D {(*2+l)(x-l)2}

foW"-1"2^,^)"-1"2^ 1,1 8(9-1) {(x2+l)(;c+l)2}

a3z3, a3b3z3 i(q-3),i(q-3),ieTx 4(9-1) {(^-y'K^-y-')
(*2 + l)}

^3^3, 03^3^3 LI 16 {(*2+l)2}

x3 4(9-1) {(*2 + l)2}

1 4(9-1) Dx

a3x3 \(q-y),ieTx 2(9-1) {(x2 + y')(*2 + y-')}

X3^3, 03^3^3 1,   1 {x4 + l}

(3.5) Let Mi be a subgroup of G which is conjugate in G to the subgroup of G

generated by
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n
i

[May

and

F -1

Then Mi={ai, biy x4, j/4, z4}, where

al + 1 = bl + 1 = [ai, ¿>4] = x\ = y\ = z\ = [yt, z4] = [a4, z4] = [j>4, ¿>4] = 1,

X4   y±X± se Z4, X4   C74X4 = ¿74, _y4    C74tV4  aBB C74    , Z4   £/4Z4  = i/4

Let Hi={ai, è4}. The conjugacy classes of M4 are given below.

1, (c/A)*'-1"2

art + l)/2

1,   1

1

8(9+l)2

4(9+ 1)2

Ax, A'x

Dx

a'^aWl*"'2 ¥9-D,¥q-l),ieT2 2(9+I)2 C,(i), CÍO)

(««W* Kï-D.i'e7i 2(9+I)2 AO)

aiéi (9-lX«-3)/8,

/,/G T2, i^j

(9+I)2 AO,/)

(c/4è4)" + 1"2v4,(a464)<' + 1"2a^4 1, 1 8(9+D {{x2 + \)(x+\)2}

y4, atyt 1, 1 8(9 + D {Ot2+l)(*-l)2}

a'iZt, a464z4 i(9-D,i(9-D,''er2 4(9+1) {'x-t/Xx-V')
(*2+l)}

ytZi, OiytZi 1, 1 16

Xi 4(9+D A

4(9+1) {(*2+l)2}

C74X4 ¥9-i),ieTa 2(9+D {(x2-V)(^2-^')}

x4 v4, a4x4 v4 1,1 {*4 + l}

(3.6) Let M5 be a subgroup of G which is conjugate in G to the subgroup

generated by

1

I,  and
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Then M5={a5, b5, y5, zB}, where a% +1 = b% "x = y%=z% = [a5, 65]=[y6, z6] - [a5, z5] =

[*6.Jb1=1. Jí l«W»=fli\ z5"1è5Z5=è5"1- Let H5={a5, b5}.

The conjugacy classes of M5 are given below.

1, 0Í' + 1"2¿)P-1"2 1,1 4(92-D AuAi

1,1 4(92-D A

oL^é?-1>/2 i(9-l),i(9-l),/6 7,2 2(92-D CiO), CÍO)

tl    /.!„(«+ 1)|2 i(9-3),i(9-3),fer1 2(92-l) C3O), C'3(i)

a'M Kï-lXï-3),/era,

/er,
92-l AO,;)

JVs, «5^5 1,   1 8(9-D {(x2+l)(x-l)2}

ysb<i-»l2,a5y5bg-»12 1, 1 8(9-D {(x2 + l)(x+l)2}

^5, 65Z5 1,   1 8(9+D {Oc2 + l)(x-l)2}

zst# + 1"2, Oslo's'-"'2 1, 1 8(9+D {(x2 + l)(x+l)2}

aUs, a^ô5z5 i(9-D,i(9-D,/6Î"2 4(9+1) {(jC-VXJC-iJ-4)

(*2 + l)}

b'sya, b5a5y5 i(9-3),i(9-3),/er1 4(9-D {(x-yOOc-y-')

(*2 + l)}

.V5Z5, ysbaZs, a5y5z5, asb5y5z5 1, 1, 1, 1 16 {(*2+l)2}

(3.7) Let K he the subgroup of G consisting of all elements of the form

(A °)\0    Bl

where A, B are 2x2 matrices. Then AT is of order q2(q2-l)2, and K^Sp(2,q)

x 5,p(2,9) s SI<2, q) x 5£(2,9).

(3.8) Let Kx be the subgroup of G consisting of all elements of the form

(ßeF).

Then \Kx\=q(q— 1), and Kx is the direct product of a cyclic group of order 17— 1

and an elementary abelian group of order q. Let

u = ,   bs =

1

•    1
v =

■    ■

1    •
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Let K[ = {KX, v}. Then v centralizes each bB and transforms u into u  I. We now give

the classes of K'x.

1, M*""1'

b„, «*<«-»*»

«'A«

D, Ml)

¿>5!;, bBuv

1, 1

9-1,9-1, O^ßeF

i(q-3),ieTx

\(q-i)'q-l),ieTx,

1, 1

9-1,9-1,0*0

29(9-1)

29(9-1)

9(9-1)

9(9-0

49, 49

49, 49

¿1, A

A31, A'3x

Bed)

B3(i)

Dx

See remark

below

Remark. beuv, bev are conjugate in G to

'l    2ßy~1 \ ¡I

and
2/Sy"1

-1

1

-1     2)3
respectively.

Hence, of the a— 1 elements eg«, \(q— 1) elements belong to D3X and ^(a— 1) to

D3i if q=l (mod 4). Similarly, j(q— 1) of the elements bsuv belong to D3X and

^(a-1) to D34 if a= 1 (mod 4). If a= - 1 (mod 4), D31 and D3i are to be replaced

by D32 and 7>33 in the above statements.

(3.9) Let K2 be the subgroup of G of all elements of the form

77-'80   77-
(j3 e 7% 8 an element of D such that 82 = y).

Now 8"= -8. Let K2={K2, v} where

f =

Then the element

-1
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transforms every element c of K2 into c<9). Hence there exist z e G such that

z-1K'2z=K'2~G. Let z~1K2z=K2,

z = w,

d»

The conjugacy classes of K'2 are given below.

Z   1VZ = }>.

J     Wt1 + X)l2 1,1 29(9+D Ax, A'x

d^w^ + ̂ d« 9-1,9-1,0*0 29(9+D ^32,   ^32

\(q-l),ieT2 9(9+D 5e(i)

w>dB K9-D2, ier2,0*O 9(9+D Ä7(i)

W, J'H' 1,  1 49 Dx

dew, dfyw 9-1,9-1,0*0 49 See remark

below

Remark. Here ^(a — 1) of the elements dBw belong to D32 and \(q- 1) to 7)33 if

a= 1 (mod 4). Similarly %(q- 1) of the elements d0yw belong to D32 and i(a— 1)

to 7)33 if a= 1 (mod 4). If a= -1 (mod 4), replace 7)32 and D33 by 7)31 and D3i

in the above statements.

(3.10) Let Lx be the subgroup of G consisting of all elements of the form

Then \Lx\=2q(q-l). Let

±1
(ßeF).

±h

-1
«i = ,   and   L'x = {Lx, ux}.
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y"1

Cl

The conjugacy classes of L'x are easily written down and they will be omitted here.

(3.11) Let L2 be the subgroup of G generated by all elements of the form

,- \ /-, 'I    (ßeF)   and    |

Then z~1L2z=L'2^G, for some z eG. Let

h

#2 = z""1! ,        |z,        kg = z  1\

'I

1

Let L2 = {g2, c2, kß(ß e F)}. Again, the conjugacy classes of L'2 will be omitted. We

note that, in fact, z can be chosen such that L'2 is a subgroup of the subgroup K

of (3.7).

Certain characters of subgroups of G.

(3.12) Consider the subgroups Kx, K'x  of (3.8), and the character u-t-y1,

bg -> e(ß) of Kx, where j is any integer.

[Here we make use of the isomorphism ß^bß between the additive group of

F and the subgroup of Kx consisting of all the bg.]

Induce this character to G and let p(j) be the character of G obtained in this way.

Now consider the characters

«!!:«-> 1, bg^e(ß), V-+-1,

ax2:u->l, bß->e(ß), D->1,

of K'x, and induce the characters an, ax2 to G.

(3.13) Similarly we construct a character o(J) of G which is the induced character
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of the following character of K^ : w -+ f¡', d¡¡ -> e(jS) (/' any integer). We also con-

sider the following characters of K'2, and induce them to G.

«si : w ■

a22: w ■

1,

1,

dB

dn

<ß),

e(ß),

y-

y-

■i.

i.

The values of p(j), a(j), a1x, af2, a^x, a22 at the classes of G are given below. At

classes not mentioned the values are zero. Also, where there is no entry in the table

the value is zero. (We will stick to this convention throughout this paper.)

Ax A'x A31 A3x A'3i

pU)

°U)

93(9+l)(94-D (-iy93(9+l)(94-l) -292 (-1)' + 1292

93(9-D(94-D (-1)V(9-1)(94-D -292 (-iy+i292

Í93(9 + D(94-D Í93(9+D(94-D

Í93(9 + l)(94-D Í93(9+D(94-D

Í93(9-D(94-D Í93(9-D(94-D -q¿

l93(9-D(94-D l93(9-D(94-D -<F

Be(0 B7d) Bed) Bsd) Dx D31    D: D33    D3i

P(j)

"(j)

(92-D
(y"+y-f0

-(?"+?")

(92-D ■w+r")

92-l -k(92-D:

-9

l-\ -1 Í9(92-D2 -9 -9

«21

«22

92-l Í9(92-D:

Í9(92-D2 -9

Remark. In reading the values at D3X to D3i, the upper entry is to be taken if

a= i (mod 4) and the lower entry if a= - 1 (mod 4).

(3.14) We now introduce certain characters of K. Since K^SL(2, a) x £7.(2, a),

any two characters p and o- of SL(2, q) give rise to a character p x a of K which has

as its value at

[A °)\0    77/
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the value of p at A multiplied by the value of a at B. Now there exist families of

characters A(i'), X'(j), (i, j are any integers) of degree I+C7, I-C7 respectively of

SL(2, q). (See e.g. [2].) Hence we have characters A(i') x X'(j), X(i) x X(J), X'(i) x X'(j)

ofK.

We also give below four characters /¿¡ (/'= 1, 2, 3, 4) of SL(2, q) which will be

used to construct characters of K (see [5, p. 103]). Let t=\(q- 1).

A(;)

A'(y)

f¿i

v-2

fa

N
1+9

1-9

id+9)

id+9)

id-9)

id -9)

(-  -)

(-W1+9)

(-W1-9)

(-l)'i(l+i)

(-imi+9)

(-i)i+iid-?)

(-l)1 + 1id-9)

r >»y" + y-
(-1)'

(-1)'

(V ,-)•
ieT2

f' + v'

(-1)'

(-1)'

MJ)

A'C/)

H-i

/¿2

¿13

/¿4

n n r :i)
(-1)'

(-1)'

(-1),+1«

(-1)'

(-!)'*

(-I)V

(- :;)

(-i)'

(-iy

(-D'+i£-

(-D,+is-

(-W

(-i)'*

(3.15) We  now consider the  subgroups Li,  L'2  of (3.10)  and  (3.11).   Let

S, (/= 1, 2, 3, 4) be the characters of Li given by

8i:gi-> -1,

S2:£i-> -1,

83:gi-> -1»

¿Vgi -> -1,

ci-^i-iy,

C!^(-l)t + 1,

ci-»-(-iy+1.

«1

"t

«i

«1

1,

1,

1,

1,

h,

lb

K
ha

*(ß),

«m
-08),

e'(ß).

Let 8[ (1 = 1, 2, 3, 4) be the characters of L'2 obtained by replacing gx by g2, cx by

c2, ux by h2, and hB by &„ in the definitions of S¡ (1 = 1, 2, 3, 4).

We give below the induced character S?. The others can be obtained in a similar

way.

Au a'x A2u A21 A'01 C3O) cm c41(/)

i^te+lX^-l) i93(9+l)i Í93(9+1K (-D'i(92-1) (-l), + 1i(92-D (-l)'i
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ci2d) C«(0

(-D, + !¿

C42(0

(-l)'+1i

£1

(-D!i9(9+1)

(92-D

D2x, D23

(-l)'i9(9 + l)i

^22»   ■£'24

(-I)'i9(9+1K

We will also need characters 85, 85 of degree 2 of L'x, L2 respectively defined as

follows.

85 is the sum of the characters

gx -> 1,       «i->l,       Ci-*1,       hß^e(ß);

gx->l,       «i->l,       Ci->1,       he ^ e'(ß) of L'x.

8g is the character of L2 obtained by replacing gx by g2, "i by u2, cx by c2 and

hß by &s in the above definition.

4. Families of characters of G corresponding to the families of classes Bx(i) to

B9(i).

(4.1) Consider the subgroups Hx, 772 defined in (3.2) and (3.3), and the linear

characters ßx(J), ß2(j) °f Hx, 772 respectively given by

ßiij) ■ ax -> £;',       £2(1) :a2-*8>       (j any integer).

We define characters xi(/)> X2C/) (f°r any integer /') of G by

XiU) = 0i(/)-i'i-h-i@q-5)<A3-<l>i-(q-2)<Ps,   if7 is even,
= J8?0") - fi - ^2 - i(3a - 5)& - f4 - (a - 2)^,   if/ is odd.

XaO") = ^I0')-/'(7)-K7) + '/'i + rA2 + K3?-l)'A3 + </'4 + (9-2)'/'5,   if 7 is even,

= /SgO") - />(/) - </') + fi + fa + i(3? - Wa + ft + (? - 2)^5,   if; is odd.

(For the definitions of </jx, </>2,..., see §2.)

We thus get two families (xiC/)} and {xaO')} of characters of G of degrees (1 -a2)2

and 1 -a4 respectively. We note that the values of all the characters of a family

at Ax,..., j442 are the same, and these values are polynomials in a.

(4.2) Consider the characters A(A:) x A(/), A'(A:) x A'(/), X(k) x A'(/) of the subgroup

K, where k, I are integers. Let

X3(k, I) = [X(k) x A(/)]G- P(k +1) - P(k-l) + 2ft + 2ft - (2- 3a)ft + 2ft - 2(1 -a)ft,
if k + l is even,

= [X(k) x A(/)]°- P(k +1) - P(k-l) + 2ft + 2ft - (2- 3a)ft + 2ft -2(1 -a)ft,
if & + /is odd.

X4(/c,/) = [A'(A:)xA'(/)]G-<T(A:+/)-c7(A:-/) + 2^ + 202-(2-3a^3 + 2^-2(3-a^5,

if k + l is even,

= [A'(Â:)xA'(/)]G-a(Â:+/)-a(Â:-/) + 2f1 + 2^2-(2-3aM3 + 2^4-2(3-a^5,

if &+/is odd.

Xb(k, I) = [X'(k) x A(/)]° + ft,   if /c + / is even,

= [X'(k) x A(/)]G + 03,   if k +1 is odd.
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These three families of characters are of degrees (1 +q)2(q2 + l), (1 — q)2(l +q2) and

1 —q4 respectively. The values of these characters at the classes of G are given in §8.

We note that XiO') = Xi(^) iSj—k (mod q2+l), etc.

In order to consider the irreducibility of these characters, we prove the following

two lemmas.

Lemma 4.3. Consider the 5x5 matrix

((l_?2)a       {_qi (1+9)2(1+(?a) {}_qy{X+q2) X_qi,

l-q2      l-q2         (l+q)2               (l-q)2 l+q2\

l+q        l-q              l+q                    \-3q l+q   I

1-C7       l+q            l+3c7                   1-9 i-q  I

11                   1                          1 1    /

Between the columns of this matrix we have the relations

2* — RaßRay  =   &/iy T"»

where sx=q\q2- l)(q4 - 1), 52=^(c/2-l), s3 = 2q%q-l), sx = 2q?(q+ 1) s5=q2,

zx = z2 = z5 = 4, z3 = z4 = 8, tx=q2+l, t2=q2-l,t3 = (q-lf,ti = (q+l)2, f5=c/2-l.

Lemma 4.4. Consider the 2x2 matrix

Between the columns of this matrix we have the relations

2-, ~ KaßKßv =  °ßy T~'
a   ua Og

where ax=q(q2—l), a2 = q, bx=q—l, b2=q+\. (Compare [2, p. 431].)

Since the proofs of these lemmas are a routine verification of their statements,

they will be omitted. The meaning of these lemmas will become clear when we

prove the next lemma.

Consider the linear characters

ax^V\;       fla-^';       a3 -^ yk,       b3-^yl;

ai->vk,       bi^fj';       a5-+f¡k,       h^y1;

of Hx, H2, H3, Hi, H5 respectively (j, k, I are any integers). Let <f>x(j), </>2(j),

</>3(k, l), </>¿k, I), </>5(k, I) be the characters of Mx, M2, M3, M4, M5 respectively

induced from these characters.

Lemma 4.5. 77*e scalar-product of two characters belonging to distinct families
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{Xi(/)}> ■is zero. For characters belonging to the same family, we have the following

relations.

(XiU), Xik)) = (ftij), Hk))       0=1, 2)
(4.6)

(Xi(k, I), Xiim, «)) = (</>i(k, I), ft(/n, «))       (i = 3, 4, 5).

(Compare [2, p. 431].)

Proof. We first remark that the entries in the five columns of the matrix (Raß)

of (4.3) are just the values of the five families of characters {xi(j)}, {x2(j)},

{X3(k, /)}, {xi(k, /)}, {xÁk, I)} at the classes Ax, A2X (or A22), A3X, A32, and AiX

(or Ai2) respectively. Further,

\G\ \G\ \G\ \G\ \G\
51 - \AX\'     i2 - \A21\ + \A22\'     i3 - Mail'     '*      \A32\'     ís ~ \AiX\ + \Ai2\'

\t¡\ = |77j|, z¡|A/j : 77j|. Next, we see that since each 77¡ is normal in Mu <f>x(J), ■ ■ -,

ft(/r, I) vanish outside 771;..., 775 respectively. Also XiU), ■ ■ ■, Xs(k, 0 vanish on

all elements of G, whose /»-regular factors do not lie in 771;..., 775 respectively.

To prove the first assertion of the lemma consider a scalar product of two

characters from different families {x¡(/)} 0 = 1, 2), {xi(k, I)} (i= 3, 4, 5). We consider

the contribution to the scalar product from all elements of G whose /»-regular

factors are conjugate to a fixed element of G. In other words, we consider separately

the contributions from {Ax, ..., Ai2}, {A'x, ..., A'i2}, {Bx (/)},..., {B5(i, /')},

{B6(i), B7(i)}, {BB(i), B9(i)}, {Cx(i), C2X(i), CM {Ci(i), C'21(i), C22(/)}, {C3(i),

Cix(i), Ci2(i)}, {C3(i), C'ix(i), C'i2(i)}, {Dx,..., D3i} (where i,j,... run over suitable

index sets). Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we see that each such contribution must be

zero.

Similarly we compare the contribution from each of the sets to the left-hand side

of (4.6), with the contribution from the intersection with M¡ of the /»-regular class

contained in the set to the right hand side of (4.6). We see then, again using Lemmas

4.3 and 4.4, that (4.6) holds. The details are omitted.

Using Lemma 4.5 we can now construct irreducible characters of G. It is easy

to see that ft(j) (ft(j)) is an irreducible character of Mx (M2) if and only if j e Rx

(j e R2). Hence, corresponding to these values of /, we get \(q2-l) irreducible

characters in the family {xx(j)) and iC0- I)2 irreducible characters in the family

{-XaO*)}- Similarly y3(yc, /), Xi(k, I), Xs(k, I) are irreducible if and only if k, leTx,

k, l e T2, k e T2,1 eTx respectively. We have thus constructed families of irreducible

characters which correspond to the families of classes {Bx(i)},..., {B5(i, j)}, and

in each family there are as many irreducible characters as there are conjugacy

classes in the corresponding family.

We now construct four families of characters which correspond to the families

of classes {Bk(i)} (k = 6, 7, 8, 9).

Lemma 4.7. For each integer k, the function f(k) which takes values on G as given

in the table below is a character of G.
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Au A\

2(1 +92)

^21,   ^22,   ^21,   ^21 A31,  A'zx

2(1+9)

•^32» -^3:

2(1-9)

Aix, A'iu Ai2, A'i- AO)

y"c + y~"c + ^"c + ^"

AO,/)

(ylk + y-ik)(ylk + y-lk)

AO,/)

W+íj-/*)

AO), AO)
í2¡fc + ^-2ift + 2

AO), AO)

r;2»C   i    - - 2ifc+ y-2it + 2

c,0), c;o)

(i-ï)W ■*+?-'*)

C21O), C210)

C22O), CgaO)

<T + r

CaO), CÍO)

(l+fXs^+r'*)

C41O), c410),

C420), C42(i) A

2(l+«?2)(-l)*

Al,   A2,

A3,   A4

2(-l)*

Al,   A2,

A3,   Al

2(-l)k

Proof. Let t(/c) be the character of degree 6 of G which has as its value at an

element a of G, the image under the isomorphism (from the multiplicative group

of F into the multiplicative group of complex numbers) described in §1, of the

second elementary symmetric function in the A:th powers of the characteristic roots

of a. (To see that such a character exists, see [2, p. 415]. This is o\ in Green's

notation.)

Then we see that f(k) = r(k) — %s(k, k)~xi(k(q+ l) — 260) where 60 is the identity

character of G. Formally,

(4.8) /(*) = \X2(Kq+ \)) + kX2(k(q-l))+\xÁk, k)+h,(k, k).

Suppose k is not a multiple of K<7+ 0 or i0/~ 0- Then, using Lemma 4.5 we see

that (f(k), f(k)) = 2. Hence f(k) = lx + i2 where either L, or - £, is irreducible

0=1, 2). Now let, for a fixed k,

gi = X*(k, k),

gs = Xa(k, k),

g2 = X2(k(q-l)),

gi = X2(k(q+l))-

Then (g¡, g,) = 28ij and (guf(k)) = l, each i. Hence the g¡ must be of the form

ii + a, £1 — «, £2 + ß, £2 — ß where a and ß are characters distinct from the £¡ and from

each other, and either a(ß) or — oc( — jS) is irreducible. We can assume that gx = £, + a.

Case 1. Suppose g4 = (,x - a ; then i(gx + g4) is a character. Consider the restriction

of gi+gi to the cyclic subgroup H2.

gi+g*

In

l,a<f-»12

2(1-<?)(!+92)

4 + 2(9-l)(l +q2)

a2

/^O    (mod 9+1),

i'^0   (mod 9-1)

2(ylk + y-ik)

y'k + y-

i=\,...,q-2,

f#i(9-D

d-9)(y2"£ + y-2"t)

2ik   ijr.-2ikyaK + y

d+9Xy2ilc + y"2"d)

1 = 1,.. .,q,

i*¥9+\)

(i-9)(.v,k+r'k)2

+ 2(1+9)

(q-\)(n2lk+ñ-2ik)
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Since the function in the second row of the table is a character, the function hx

in the third row is a character of 772. If ^(gx +g4) is a character of G, then \hx is

a character of 772. We shall prove that this is impossible. Now hx=4(q—1)«2+«3+«4,

where «2, «3, «4 are the characters of 772 given below.

i(92-D

2(9+D

2(9-D

(9+l)(y2"c + y-2"9

(q-m2tk+v-2ik)

Suppose y2fc* 1, — 1 and r]2,c* 1, — 1. Then there is an irreducible character of 772

occuring in h3 with multiplicity 1 which does not occur in «4 (e.g. the character

defined by a2 -*■ 62k + q~1). This shows that \hx cannot be a character of 772.

If y2k = 1 then k is a multiple of \(q— 1) and if f¡2k= 1 then k is a multiple of

\(q+ 1). But, since yfc = 0w? + 1), i¡*=&«■*-*>, the case y2k=r¡2k= - 1 is impossible.

Case 2. Suppose j(gx+g3) is a character. We restrict gi +g3 to the subgroup 772.

gx+g3

h5

2(1 +92)2

2(l+92)2-4

(l+q){yik + y-tk)2

(l+q)(Y2ilc + y-2ik)

d-qW+n->k)2

(l-q)(v2ik + V-2ik)

The function «5 is a character of 772. If \(gx +g3) is a character of G, then \hh is a

character of 772. An argument similar to that of Case 1 shows that this is impossible.

Hence we have shown

Lemma 4.9. Let k be an integer which is not a multiple of\(q+1) or \(q— 1). Then

the class functions \x¿k,k) + \x2{k(q-l)), \x¿k,k)-\x-lk(q-f)), ?Xs(k, k)

+ iX2(k(q+ 1)), -jxÁk, k) — ?X2(k(q+ 1)) are characters ofG. We denote these families

by {Xe(k)}, {xi(k)}, {Xs(k)} and{X9(k)}. They are of degrees (1 -a)(l +a2), q(q-1)(1 +a2),

(1 +a)(l +a2) and q(l +a)(l +a2) respectively. We get j(q—3) irreducible characters

in each of the families {~Xe(k)}, {xi(k)}, {xa(k)} and{X9(k)}.

The remaining values of k will be considered in (7.4). We shall then prove that

iX4(Kfl- 1)) $(q- I))±ix2(i0?- I)2) are also irreducible characters.

5. Characters  corresponding  to  the  families  of classes  {Cx(i)},.. .,{Ci2(i)},

{C'x(i)},...,{C'i2(i)}.

(5.1) Consider the subgroup K, and, for any integer k, the characters A(/c) x A0,

X'(k) x A0 of K, where A0 is the identity character of SL(2, q). Define characters

tx(k), Mk) of G by

Uk) = [X(k) x A0]G - a(k) + ft + ft - i(l - 3a)ft + ft + (a - 3)ft,       if k is even,

£3(k) = IKk) x X0f - P(k) + ft + ft - i(l - 3a)ft + ft + (a -1)05,       if fc is even.

If k is odd, replace i/i¡ in the above definitions by ft. The same convention will be

followed in the rest of the paper.
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Then we see that

(ifr) = ixJfc, q+l) + \xÁK q -1),

Uk) = ka(*, î-1) + ix5(<7+1, *)•

Define &(k), C3(k) by

£(*) = -X«(ik,?+l)+íi(*).

m) = Xs(k,q-l)-Uk)-

Again by using Lemma 4.5 we see that for keT2, {-(x(k)} and {-([(k)} are

irreducible characters of degrees (q— l)(q2+l), q{q—l)(q2+l) respectively. For

keTx, {Uk)}, {&(k)} are irreducible of degrees 07+l)(o2+l), q{q+ l)(q2+l)

respectively.

(5.3) Consider the characters /i¡x X'(k), p¡xX(k) 0=1, 2, 3, 4) of K, for any

integer k. Let

fsiOi) = [Pi x A'(^)]G+i/'32,       if A: + f is even,

f22(£) = t/^2 x A'(^)]G+031»       if k + t is even,

&(*) = [p3xX'(k)f-o(k + t+l) + <l>x + i2-\(l -3q)4>3 + <Pi + (q-3)^-^x,
if A: + f+l is even,

faa(&) = l>4XA'(A:)]o-a(fc+í+l) + 0i + 0a-Kl-3í)03 + 0* + (?-3)0B-03a,
if & + Í+1 is even,

Li(k) = [^i^Kk)]a-p(k + t) + 4>i + ̂ 2-^(\-3q)r/>3 + >Pi + (q-l)h-i32,

if k + t is even,

&a(*) = [M2xA(A:)]G-//(A: + i) + 01 + 02-Kl-3c7)03 + 'A4 + (fl-l)05-'/'3i,

if A: + f is even,

ftiO«) = Os x Kk)]a + <p3i,       if k + t+1 is even,

&2(k) = l>4 x A(/c)]G+032,       if k + t+1 is even.

Then we have equations

Í2i(k) + L2(k) = xs(k,i(q-n),

i'2i(k)+t'22(k) = x*(k,ï(q+l)),

hi(k) + L2(k) = xMq-V,k),

&i(k) + ù2(k) = xMq+V,k).

We can verify directly that

(£«(*). &#» = o,   (&x(k), eum = o,
(í4iW, (uk)) = o,   (&i(*), r*#» = o.

Hence, by a further application of Lemma 4.5, we see that for k e Tx, we get four

families {-('iX(k)}, {-('i2(k)}, {(tx(k)}, {(i2(k)} of irreducible characters of degrees

±074-1). K?4-1), Ki+ 1)V+ !)» Ki+ 1)2(92+1) respectively. For keT2we get
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four families {-Ç2X(k)}, {-£22(k)}, {£'2x(k)}, {£'22(k)} of irreducible characters of

degree ¿(a4- 1), *fo*- 1), K?" 1)V+ 0. Kí" W+ 0 respectively.
We remark that there does not appear to be a clearly defined correspondence

between irreducible characters and conjugacy classes in this and subsequent

sections. However, we can say that the set of characters {¿¡x(k)}, {Ç'x(k)},...,

corresponds to the set of classes {Cj.0)}, {C'x(i)},_

6. Characters corresponding to the classes Dx,..., D3i. Consider the following

characters of G:

/i = &i(?-l), /a " &i(i+l),

/8»f«(«-i),     Á = e22(q+\),

S = fi(K?+l»,        h = m(q+ l^-

Using (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5) we can show that

(fufi) = 2S(i, (g,f) = 1    (all 0,
(h,fx) = (h,f3) = I,       (h,f2) = (h,f4) = -1.

It then follows that the/¡ must be of the form ¿^ + C2, Cx - £2, C3 + £4) £3 - £4, where

either £( or — (, is irreducible 0=1, 2, 3, 4). We consider the values of |(/i+/i)

(/=2, 3, 4) at the class AiX of G. We find that only \(fx +/4) is integral at Aix. Hence

the d must be the characters %(fx ±/4) and K/2 ±/3). Thus, we have characters

M&ifo- D+faa(í+1)1       M&afo-1)+fai(f +1)],

i[f4i(?-l)-faa(?+l)L      iÖKafc- Défaite*1Ä

which will be denoted by <bx, <I>2, <I>3, <D4, and are of degrees |(1 -q)(l +q2),

\(l-q)(l+q2),  ±q(l-q)(l+q2),  W\-«)0 +?)  respectively.   The   (-<D()   are

irreducible, for each i.

Similarly we can show that the functions

Mf4i07-l) + f 2207+1)},       «f*a(|- l)+fai<f+1)1

*[£«(?- 0-íaa(g+ Dl       WU9- IWaifc+1)1

are irreducible characters of degrees £(1 +a)(l +a2), ^(1 +q)(l +q2), \q(l +a)(l +a2),

^a(l+a)(l+a2) respectively. They will be denoted by <1>5, <l>e, i>7, 08 respectively.

We now construct a further irreducible character of degree q(q2+ 1). Consider the

characters px xp2, /¿3x/¿4 of K. Let rt be the character an (see (3.12)) of K'x if

q= — 1 (mod 4), and a12 if ysl (mod 4). Let t2 be the character a2X of #2 if

a= -1 (mod 4) and <x22 if a= 1 (mod 4). Then let

í>9  =   ̂ X^p-^gX/X^+Tg-TÍ + ft-

Then

*9 = ixa(K?- O, i07- D)-iX4Ö(?+1), ¿(9+1)),

showing that 08 is an irreducible character of G.
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7. Characters corresponding to the classes Ax,..., Ai2, A'x,..., A'i2. There are

fourteen irreducible characters of this type, of which two are the identity character

and the Steinberg character [6].

(7.1) Consider the subgroups M2, M3, M4, and characters £2, £3, £4 of M2, M3,

Mi respectively defined by

£2:a2-> -1,       x2-> 1, y2^ 1,

£3:03-»--1,      ba-*--l,      x3^l,      y3-+l,      z3->l,

£4:a4->-l,       bi->-l,       x4->l,       J4-^1,       z4->l.

We compute - £f + £G + £4. By the choice of the subgroups and the characters,

the contribution to this character from the elements of M2, M3, M4 outside

H2, H3, Hi is zero. (This situation will be encountered several times in this section.)

Consider the characters 8X, 82, S3, S4 of (3.15). Let

0i = -£I+£G+£f-sG-53G+021-(i-?)03i-i(i-?)05,

02 = -£f+£G+£G-sG-s4G+022-(i-?)032-i(i-«)05.

Then, 6X, 62 are of degree jq2(q2+ I) and

01 + 02 = hs(^(q-i),Kq-í))+h^(q+í),^+^)-h2(i(q2-W-

Thus, (0x + 92, ex + d2) = 2. We can verify directly that (9X, 62)=0. Hence 6X and

92 are irreducible.

Now define characters 63, 04 of degree ^(1+C72) by

03+01   =   ÍP3 X P3]° + [/¿I X p2f - T? - T% + 20! +02 + (2c7- 1)03 + 07- 2)05-03!,

04+02   =   [f4 X Pif + [px X p2f - rl - T§ + 20! + 4>2 + (2q~ 1)03 + 07- 2)05 - 032,

where

Ti = ai2,       "r2 = a2i       if q = I   (mod 4),   and

ti = «u,       t2 = a22       ifq=-l   (mod 4).

Then

03+04 = hMq-1), ¥s~ i))+iv4(io/+1), Kf + i))+k2(K?2-1)),

and again we can show that 03, ö4 are irreducible.

(7.2) Consider the subgroups Mx, M5 and characters £1} £5 of Afi, Af5 respec-

tively given by

lx:ax-> -I,       xx-+ 1,

£8:a6->-i,      è6->-l,      y8-»-l,      z5->l.

Define characters 05, 06 of G by

05 =   -£G+^-Sg-S'1O + 02! + (í7-l)031+Kc7-l)05,

06 =   -£G + £G-SG-ë2G + 022 + (c7-l)032 + iO/-l)05,
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and characters 97, 6a by

95+67 = [/¿3x(i¿1 + /t2)]G + ^-21,

06+08   =   [/^4><0tl+M2)]G + ft2-

Then

o5+ee = -xi(K?2+i))+x5(i07+iU07-i)),

ö7 + ö8 = xi(K92+i))+x5(i(?+i),K?-i)),

and again it can be shown that — 95, — 96, — 97, - 98 are irreducible characters of

degrees \q2(q2-1), \q2(q2-l), K#2-1), 2O72- 1) respectively.

(7.3) We first construct four characters Kx, K2, K3, K^ of G of degrees a(a2+1),

a(a2+l), a2, a2 respectively, which will be used to construct four irreducible

characters of G.

Take the subgroups M3, M± and characters p3X, p32 of M3 and piX, pi2 of A74

given by

Pai- «3 -> 1»

p32: a3 -> 1,

/>41: a4 ->- 1,

/>42: a4 —> 1,

63->1,

¿4->"  1,

¿>4->  1,

*3

x3

Xi

Xi

1,

-1,

1,

-1,

J3

J4

y i

1,

-1,

1,

-1,

za-+ 1,

z3-> -1,

z4-^ 1,

z4^-l.

Consider the characters of degree a(a2+1)

Psi + P32 - pïi - pï2 + «ai - «Gi + 85° - 8f + ft,

Psi + PÎ2 - Pii - P% + «fa - «?a + S'bG - 8f + ¡A5.

(For the definitions of 8S, 85 see (3.15).) These two characters are identical on all

classes of G except D3X, D32, D33, D3i. On these classes one of them, which we

denote by Kx, takes values (a, —a, -a, a); the other, which we denote by K2,

takes values (—a, a, a, —a). Let ri; T2 be class functions on G which take values

(a, -a, -a, a) and (-a, a, a, -a) respectively on D3X, D32, D33, 7>34, and vanish

on all other classes of G. Then

Kx = bcÁq-hq-l)-h¿q+l,q+l) + Ti,

K2 = ixs(<7-1, 9- l)-4-X407+ 1, a+ l) + r2.

Thus (Kx, K2) = 0 and (7^, KX) = (K2, K2) = 2.

Now consider the following characters of Mx, M2, M3, Af4, Ms respectively:

ox: ax ->

o2: a2 ->

ff3 : a3 ->

<r4 : a4 —>■

ct5 : a5 ->

*i -*■ 1,

x2-*- -1,

¿3^1,

&*-*l,

*5"»1,

^2

*3

*4

J5

-1,

1,

1,

1,

J3

y i

¿s-

1,

1,

1.

z3^ 1,

Z4^l.
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Consider the characters of degree C72

-aG + ag + af + <TG-af + af1 + ai2 + 01 + 02 + |(9-l)03 + 04 + (9-2)05,

-crG + CTG + af + af-crf + o!G2 + ag1 + 01 + 02 + f((7-l)03 + 04 + (ç7-2)05.

(Note that, as in (7.1), the contribution to — aGx + a% + a%+o% — 0% from the classes

of the M, outside //¡ is zero.)

Again, we get two characters K3, Kt which differ only on D31, D32, D33, D3i,

and

K3= - \xi(q2 +1) + ÍX2O72 -1)+ka(? -1, Í-1)

+k*(?+1» q+ i)-ix507+1, q-1)+r1;

Ki = -hi(q2+y)Hx2(q2-i)+hs(q-i,q-i)

+hÁq+1, i+ i)-ix6(?+1,?- i)+r2,

where ris T2 are the functions defined above.

We have the following table for the scalar products (Ku K,).

Kx

K2

K3

Ki

Kx K2 K3

-1

Ki

-1

Since (Kx, AT3) = 1 we can assume that Kx = vx + v2, K3 = vx — Vi where vt or —vi is

irreducible (1= 1, 2, 4). Then K2 must be either — vx + v2 or v3 + v4 for some v3 which

is distinct from vx, v2, v4 and is suchthat — v3 or v3 is irreducible. But if K2= — vx + v2

then either \(KX — K2) or its negative is an irreducible character, which is impossible

since it is of degree 0. Hence we have Kx = vx+v2, K2 = v3+viy K3=vx — Vi,

Ki = v3-v2. These equations are not sufficient to compute the v%. For this purpose

consider

Now

and

K5 = (3(q-l)-60.

0o = hi(q2+i) + lX2(q2-i) + hs(q- i,?-i)

+ -8-X407+ 1, q+ l) + bCs(g+1, q- 1),

Uq-1) = \xAq-1. ?- i)+ix5(?+1, î- i),

and so (^5, Â^,) = 0 (z'= 1, 2, 3, 4). Thus AT5 = vi + v4 or K5 = v2 + v3.

Suppose K5 = v2 + v3. We consider the restriction of the class function \(Kt + K¿)
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to the abelian subgroup V of order 4a2 consisting of all elements of the form

'±1     A

±1

±1     p-

±h
This function has the following values at the classes of G which meet V.

(A,/¿eF).

Ax, A'x

Í9d+92)

^21) -^21)

■^22) -^22

Í9d+9)

Azx, A'sx Atx, A'tx,

Ai2, Ai2

0

Dx

id+9)s

D21, D22,

D23, D2Í

id+9)

D3i, D3i

id-9)

D32,  D33

id+9)

[We remark that %(K3 + K5) has the same values as %(Kt + K¿) on all the classes

of G except D3X, D32, D33, D3i. At these classes it has values \(l +q), ^(1 -a),

iO -q), Ml +q) respectively.]

We consider the scalar product of the restriction of %(Ke + K5) to V with the

character of V defined by

A

1
c(A)eO¿),

-1

'-1

-1

This scalar product is seen to be

Í07+1),       iff =1    (mod 4),

\(q + 3),       ifa= -1    (mod 4).

This shows that \(K^ + Ks) cannot be a character. Hence K5 = vx + vé, and this enables

us to compute the characters 1^, v2, v3, v4. We thus get four irreducible characters

of degrees a(l +a)2/2, q(l -qf/2, q(l +q2)/2, q(l +q2)/2, and we denote them by

"9)   "l0>   "11>   9X2.

(7.4) We now show that the functions %Xi(k, k)±jX2(k(q-1)), \xÁk,k)

±\xÁk(q+ 1)) are characters of G also for the values of k which were omitted in

§4, i.e. for k a multiple of \(q-1) or ^(a+1). We note that, by (4.8), for a fixed k

it is enough to show this for one of these four functions.

Case 1. k is an odd multiple of i(q-l). Then X3(k, k)=x3(^(q-l),^(q-l)),

X2(k(q +1)) = X2Ö072-1)), and fc8(*. k) + ̂ (k(q +l)) = ®9+93 + 9t.
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Case 2. k is an odd multiple of ^(q+1). In this case

\X¿.K k) + h2(k(q- 1)) = - <D9 + 03 + 04-

Case 3. k is an even multiple of \(q— 1). In this case

\Xz(k, k) + iX2(k(q+ 1)) = **,(?-1, q~ IHiXaO/2- 1)

= 9g+9xx+80.

Case 4. k is an even multiple of ¿0/+ !)• Then

\Xi(k,k) + \X2(k(q-l)) = -010-012 + 00.

We can now define characters xe(k), Xi(k), Xs(k), Xs(k) as in Lemma 4.9 for any

integer k. We also get one more irreducible character in each of the families

{-X6(k)}and{Xl(k)}.

(7.5) We now give a simple construction for the Steinberg character [6] of G,

which will be denoted by 013.

Let A2, A3, A4, A5 be the identity characters of M2, M3, M4, M5 respectively,

and let Aj be the character of Mx defined by ax -> 1, xx -> — 1. Then the character

AG —Af + AG +Af — Af is of degree C74, and is irreducible since it is equal to

hitf+V-^tf-V + hÁq-Uq-V + hÁq+Uq+V-ixÁq+lq-V-

We have now exhausted all the irreducible characters of G, since we have as

many as there are conjugacy classes of G.

8. Table of characters. The table that follows contains the characters of G that

were obtained in the previous sections. In the case of families of characters indexed

by parameters, the parameters take rational integral values. The values of the

parameters for which the characters are irreducible are indicated in the table. In

some cases it is the negative of a character that is irreducible, and this will not be

mentioned explicitly in the table.

The values of the characters at the classes A'2X,..., A'i2 are omitted, since they

can be obtained from the values at A2X,..., Ai2, A'x. Similarly the values of the

characters at the classes C'x(i),..., C'i2(i), D23, D2i are omitted.

It is sufficient to give the values of one character from the pair {£2X(k), £22(k)},

for the values of the other are then got by replacing S by ë' and ë' by ë. A similar

statement holds for the pairs {(2X(k), $'22(k)}, {(iX(k), (i2(k)}, {('a(k), CUk)},

{*i, $2}, {$3, 4>4}, {$5, %}, {$7, %}, {0i, 02}, {03, 04), {05, 06}, and {07, 08}.

Finally we omit the values of the characters at the classes ^22, /f42, C22O), Ci2(i),

D22, D33, D3i, as these can be obtained from the classes A2X, AiX, C2x(i), C22(i),

D2X, D32, D3X by replacing ë by ë' and ë' by ë. Again, the absence of an entry in the

table indicates that the corresponding value is zero. We also use the abbreviations

t = \(q-l), a^y' + y-', ß^ + r1', and s(k, l) = (-l)k + (-l)1.
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